In a graph theory setting, Kemeny's constant is a graph parameter which measures a weighted average of the mean first passage times in a random walk on the vertices of the graph. In one sense, Kemeny's constant is a measure of how well the graph is 'connected'. An explicit computation for this parameter is given for graphs of order n consisting of two large cliques joined by an arbitrary number of parallel paths of equal length, as well as for two cliques joined by two paths of different length. In each case, Kemeny's constant is shown to be O(n 3 ), which is the largest possible order of Kemeny's constant for a graph on n vertices. The approach used is based on interesting techniques in spectral graph theory and includes a generalization of using twin subgraphs to find the spectrum of a graph.
Introduction.
A graph G consists of a set of vertices, V (G), and a set of edges between those vertices, E(G) ⊆ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V (G)}. An edge connecting u and v is written {u, v}, or more often as simply uv, and we say that u and v are adjacent. For a vertex v ∈ V (G), the neighbors of v are the vertices u for which uv ∈ E(G), and the degree of v, deg(v), is the number of neighbors of v. A graph is connected if for any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G), there is a path in G from u to v. A graph is called simple if there are no loops (edges of the form uu) and no multiple edges between the same pair of vertices. The connectivity (or vertex-connectivity of a graph G is the minimum number of vertices that must be removed from G so that the remaining graph is disconnected. Edge-connectivity is defined similarly, being the minimum number of edges that must be removed to disconnect the graph.
A subgraph of G is any graph obtained by the removal of vertices and edges of G (recalling that when a vertex is deleted, all edges incident with that vertex are removed too). An induced subgraph on a subset of vertices V 1 ⊆ V (G), denoted G[V 1 ], is the subgraph obtained by removing all other vertices of G, leaving V 1 and all edges between vertices of V 1 . A clique in a graph is an induced subgraph which is a complete graph; every vertex is adjacent to every other vertex in the subgraph, or all possible edges are present.
Given a connected simple graph G one can consider a random walk process on the vertices and edges of G, as a means of studying the properties of the graph. For example, if a graph exhibits clustering properties, or is 'poorly-connected' in some sense, this may be established readily using Markov chain techniques. Random walks occur in many models in mathematics and physics.
Formally, given a simple connected graph G = (V, E), the process of a random walk is defined locally as follows: If our walker is currently occupying a vertex v ∈ V , then in the next step, the walker moves to one of the neighbors of v, choosing each with probability 1 deg (v) . That is, the walker chooses his/her next In analyzing the behavior of a random walk on a graph -or a general Markov chain -there are two things we are interested in: Average long-term behavior and average short-term behavior. The long-term behavior is studied through repeated powers of the matrix P ; the i th row of the matrix P k gives the probability distribution across all vertices after k steps, given that the random walker starts on v i . For a general Markov chain which is irreducible and primitive, each row converges to the stationary distribution of the chain. It is well-known (see for example, [5, Section 1.5] ) that if the graph G is connected and not bipartite, then this probability distribution converges to the vector consisting of the degrees of each vertex, scaled by the volume of the graph (twice the number of edges in G). This can be interpreted to mean that in the long run, independent of which vertex the walker starts on, the probability that the random walker occupies vertex v is proportional to the degree of v. Note that this does not hold in general for directed graphs, i.e., if the associated matrix is not symmetric. The short-term behavior of a Markov chain is examined via the mean first passage times. The mean first passage time from vertex i to vertex j, denoted m i,j , is the expected time that it takes to reach v j , given that the random walker begins in v i .
A parameter for random walks which has garnered recent attention is Kemeny's constant, which we denote K(G), and is defined (among other ways) as
is the stationary vector of the Markov chain, and m i,j denote the mean first passage times. This is a weighted average of the mean first passage times of the random walk on G and can be thought of as the expected number of steps to get from a randomly-chosen starting vertex to a randomly-chosen terminal vertex (here "weighted" and "randomly-chosen" indicate that vertices are chosen proportional to the stationary distribution; i.e., proportional to their degrees). With this definition in mind, note that a small value of Kemeny's constant would indicate that the vertices of the graph are well-connected to one another, while a large value of Kemeny's constant would indicate that the graph is poorly-connected.
As with many parameters associated with random walks, Kemeny's constant can be computed through use of the spectrum of the probability transition matrix P = D −1 A. Note that since A is real and symmetric, its eigenvalues are real; thus, the matrix P also has real eigenvalues. Proposition 1.1. (Levene and Loizou [6] ) Let A be the adjacency matrix of a connected simple graph G. Let ρ n−1 ≤ · · · ≤ ρ 1 < ρ 0 = 1 be the eigenvalues of the probability transition P = D −1 A, where D = diag(d), d = Ae, e = 1 1 · · · 1 . Then,
Since P is similar to I − L, we have ρ is an eigenvalue of P if and only if 1 − ρ is an eigenvalue of L. Combining this with the fact that 0 is an eigenvalue of L and that the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are formed from proper combinations of sums and products of eigenvalues, we get the following. Proposition 1.2. Let p L (x) = · · · + c 2 x 2 + c 1 x be the characteristic polynomial of L for a simple connected graph G. Then,
This gives a way to compute Kemeny's constant without having to explicitly determine the entire spectrum, namely it suffices to find the coefficients c 2 and c 1 in the characteristic polynomial. We will use this to compute Kemeny's constant for the following families of graphs.
Definition 1.3. The graph B(k, a, b, c) on ka + b + c vertices is formed by taking k copies of P a (path on a vertices) and putting in a clique at both ends to "glue" the paths together; we then connect all vertices of a K b to one set of neighbors in the graph with degree k and a K c to the other set of neighbors in the graph with degree k.
These graphs have vertex-connectivity at most 2 (since connectivity is always bounded by the minimum degree), but to separate the two large cliques you must break each of the k paths so that in some sense as you increase k the size of the bottleneck will also increase. The graph B(3, 6, 4, 5) is shown in Figure 1 . We expect the value of Kemeny's constant to be large for this graph, since there are many pairs of vertices v i , v j of relatively high degree for which the mean first passage time m i,j should be large. Intuitively, a random walk beginning at a vertex in one of the cliques will on average take a long time to reach a vertex in the other clique. Definition 1.4. The graph D(a, b, c, d) on a + b + c + d + 2 vertices is formed by taking a cycle on a + b + 2 vertices, we then identify one vertex on the cycle as a vertex in a K c+1 , then go a vertices in one direction and identify that as a vertex in a K d+1 .
The graph D(a, b, c, d) is shown in Figure 2 , where all the vertices in the indicated clique join at the indicated vertices (thus, forming a clique on one more vertex). These graphs are all 2-edge connected.
The graph B(1, a, b, c) is sometimes referred to as the barbell graph, or the double kite, and is a wellknown example of a graph which is poorly-connected. The following result shows that the barbell graph is the extremal graph for another measure of connectivity known as the relaxation time.
We will show this is the correct size for K B(1, n/3, n/3, n/3) , by generally establishing explicit formulas for B(k, a, b, c) and D(a, b, c, d). In other words, λ 2 , . . . , λ n−1 do not make a significant contribution. This shows that it is possible to get Kemeny's constant to be as large as order n 3 . On the other hand it is known from Brightwell and Winkler [2] that the worst-case mean first passage time between a pair of vertices for any graph is at most order n 3 , so the weighted average is also at most order n 3 . Note that the extremal graph in that case consists of a large clique on approximately 2 3 n vertices, with the remaining vertices in a path which has been attached to the clique.
The techniques we will use to approach the computation of Kemeny's constant are based in spectral graph theory. We will give a further refinement to the method of computing eigenvalues from twin structures in graphs (see Proposition 2.4), and give a complete statement of the procedure for computing the characteristic polynomial for the normalized Laplacian using cycle decompositions for weighted graphs (see Proposition 4.2). In both cases, we generalize previously-known tools [3] . The main contributions of this article are to prove and showcase these tools, and to produce classes of graphs with large (likely extremal) values of Kemeny's constant, in order to gain further understanding into the nature of Kemeny's constant and how it quantifies the 'connectedness' of a graph.
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Computing Kemeny's Constant for Barbell-type Graphs Given a weighted graph, we define the corresponding adjacency matrix by A u,v = w(u, v). The diagonal degree matrix D has entries on the main diagonal which are the degrees of vertices, given by
Note that a loop is distinct from a vertex weight in that a loop will affect both A and D while a vertex weight will only affect D. With both A and D defined we have that the normalized Laplacian for a weighted graph is
Proposition 2.1. (Butler [3] ) Let G be a weighted graph, and let αG be a new graph where all weights (edge and vertex) have been scaled by α. Then L G = L αG . In particular, scaling all weights by a common factor does not affect the normalized Laplacian.
The proof of the proposition follows immediately by noting that all scaling factors cancel.
Definition 2.2. Given a weighted graph G with no vertices of degree 0, and x an eigenvector of L we call y = D −1/2 x the associated harmonic eigenvector of L.
Starting from Lx = λx, we can rewrite this eigenequation in terms of the harmonic eigenvector y, giving Ay = (1 − λ)Dy. This translates into the local condition that at each vertex v we have
Conversely, if we can find an appropriate vector satisfying this relationship at each vertex v of G, then we have found a harmonic eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue λ.
(Conjoined) Twin subgraphs.
When determining the eigenvalues of a graph one tool is to look for portions of the graph with identical structure. Since harmonic eigenvectors may be determined by local conditions, these identical structures give a way to simplify the computation of the eigenvalues. These subgraphs with shared structure in a graph are called twin subgraphs. Definition 2.3. We say G contains twin subgraphs G[V 1 ] and G[V 2 ] if the vertex set of G can be written as a disjoint union V (G) = V 1∪ V 2∪ U , and there is an automorphism π : V (G) → V (G) satisfying the following:
The notion of twin subgraphs has appeared before in [3] , but this is a generalization in that we allow for edges between the sets V 1 and V 2 (we call these conjoined twins). The following proposition extends Theorem 3.1 in [4] to the case where there exist edges between twin subgraphs.
are twin subgraphs for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, and let π be the automorphism between the twin subgraphs G[V 1 ] and G[V 2 ]. Then the spectrum of G can be found by the following:
• Let T be the graph formed by starting with G[V 1 ] and: -for any edge -change all vertex weights so that the degrees in T match the corresponding degrees of vertices in G. Then the spectrum of G includes the eigenvalues of T , each with multiplicity (k − 1).
• Let H be the graph formed by starting with G[U∪V 1 ] and:
-for any edge
. Then the spectrum of G includes the eigenvalues of H, each with multiplicity 1.
Example 2.5. Let G be the graph shown in Figure 3 (a); this has a set of four conjoined twin subgraphs,
The graphs T and H are shown in Figure 3 (b) and 3(c) (respectively). The characteristic polynomials of the normalized Laplacian of these graphs are as follows:
For H, we could scale all edge weights by 1 4 before computing the characteristic polynomial. If G also had edges {a 1 , a 3 }, {b 1 , b 3 }, and {c 1 , c 3 }, then in T there would be no edge between vertices a 1 and a 3 (i.e., 1 + (−1) = 0) while in H the weight of the edge between a 1 and a 3 would be 16. Proof of Proposition 2.4. Let x be a harmonic eigenvector of the normalized Laplacian matrix of T associated with eigenvalue λ. Then we can construct k − 1 harmonic eigenvectors of G, say x 2 , . . . , x k , all associated with λ, by
else.
The verification that these are eigenvectors follows from using (2.1). (Note that the reason we need to put an edge with negative weight is because of the difference in signs in the two parts; the degree weights also guarantee that the degree term in (2.1) will match.) 
Here, π i is an involutory map that connects the twin subgraphs G[V 1 ] and G[V i ] (with π 1 taken as the identity). Again this comes down to verification using (2.1). If a vertex in U connects to a vertex in any V i , then the vertex connects to the corresponding vertex in all, hence has an edge weight k times as large.
Locally, inside of the V i , all terms from H have been scaled by a factor of 1/k which can be cancelled out in (2.1).
Finally, we note that this produces (k − 1)|V 1 | + |U∪V 1 | = |V (G)| harmonic eigenvectors. The set of harmonic eigenvectors from T is linearly independent and the set of harmonic eigenvectors from H is linearly independent; furthermore, the harmonic harmonic eigenvectors coming from T are orthogonal to those from H. Hence, we have a linearly independent set of |V (G)| harmonic eigenvectors, and have found all eigenvalues of G.
2.3.
Terminal coefficients for a special tridiagonal matrix. To find Kemeny's constant we will need to recover the last two coefficients in the characteristic polynomial for the graph. We will first need the following result for a specific family of tridiagonal matrices. These matrices represent the submatrix of the normalized Laplacian corresponding to a long path in a graph, which appear in the families of graphs we wish to examine (or in the graphs T and H obtained using Proposition 2.4). While ultimately we will only need the last two coefficients to compute Kemeny's constant, in this case, we must give ourselves some cushion as we know that there will be cancellation occurring later; hence, why the result looks at the last three coefficients.
Lemma 2.6. Let M n be the n×n tridiagonal matrix with
and let p n (x) be the characteristic polynomial of M n . Then,
Proof. The expression is easily verified for n = 0, 1, with p 0 (x) = 1 and p 1 (x) = x − 1. By using cofactor expansion for det(xI − M n ) along the first row, we get the recursion p n (x) = (x − 1)p n−1 (x) − 1 4 p n−2 (x). We now apply this recursion to verify inductively the form of the coefficients (the base cases having already been established).
For the constant term, we have
from pn−2(x) = (− 1 2 ) n 2n − (n − 1) = (− 1 2 ) n (n + 1). For the first order term, we have
For the second order term, we have
3. Kemeny's constant for B(k, a, b, c). We are now ready for the computation of Kemeny's constant for B(k, a, b, c). In what follows we will assume that a ≥ 2.
We can apply Proposition 2.4 to three sets of twin subgraphs in B(k, a, b, c); namely the individual vertices of the K b , the individual vertices of the K c , and the k copies of the path P a . The spectrum (and hence, characteristic polynomial) comes from the four graphs shown in Figure 4 . For convenience in our calculations we have scaled the bottom left graph by a factor of 1/k; by Proposition 2.1 this will not affect the spectrum. . . . The characteristic polynomials for the loops are (x − b+k b+k−1 ) and (x − c+k c+k−1 ), respectively. So their contribution to the characteristic polynomial (remembering we only need the last two coefficients and can pull out any common scaling factors) will be:
Next we turn to the graph in the upper left of Figure 4 (the template for the twin paths). The characteristic polynomial for this comes from the following tridiagonal matrix (where M a−2 is as defined in Lemma 
The key to computing this part of the characteristic polynomial is to observe that this is nearly the matrix given in Lemma 2.6. So we can "peel off" the corners at the ends by doing cofactor expansion and then apply the result; this can be done in four different ways. If we let p n (x) be as in the statement of Lemma 2.6, we get the following for a single copy:
Expanding this out, we get D(· · · + d 1 x + d 0 ), where D is a common term which has been factored out and
Since we want k − 1 copies of this we note that the total contribution will be
Finally, we turn to the graph in the lower left of Figure 4 . The characteristic polynomial for this comes from the following tridiagonal matrix (again M a−2 is as defined in Lemma 2.6):
Expanding this part out, we get E(· · · + e 2 x 2 + e 1 x), where E is a common term which has been factored out and
Combining all four of these parts together and factoring out common terms, we get the characteristic polynomial for B(k, a, b, c) is F (· · · + f 2 x 2 + f 1 x). The expression for f 1 contains 106 terms and the one for f 2 contains 347; the full expressions are given in the appendix.
We now can conclude that K B(k, a, b, c) = − f2 f1 . If we assume that a, b, c are all of order n (i.e., are each a positive fraction of the vertices) then most of the terms are lower order (so will not drive asymptotic growth). Taking the highest order terms in f 1 and f 2 , we have
If we let b = pn and c = qn (the number of vertices in the two cliques), where 0 < p, q < 1, then a = n(1 − p − q)/k (the number of vertices in each path), and we have established the following result. A simple optimization of p and q shows that this is optimized when p = q = 1 3 . So we have K B(k, n/3k, n/3, n/3) = 1 54k n 3 + O(n 2 ).
For k = 1, this shows the inequality established by Aksoy et al. [1] is actually an equality. D(a, b, c, d) . One of the key tools in establishing the previous result is the presence of duplicate structures (twins) in the graph. This allowed us to 'collapse' portions of the graph until the remaining analysis was carried out on a set of graphs which were essentially paths. If the parallel paths connecting the two cliques had been of differing length, then we would not have been able to carry the computation out in this manner, as the paths would no longer have the twin subgraph structure.
We can still compute the last two terms of the characteristic polynomial in this case (and so also Kemeny's constant). This is done by the use of decompositions to find the characteristic polynomials.
Definition 4.1. A decomposition, D, of a graph G is a spanning subgraph in which the components of the subgraph consist of isolated vertices, edges between two vertices (no loops), and cycles of length at least three.
The key idea is that when expanding det(xI − L), interpreted as a sum over all permutations, the only nonzero terms correspond to these decompositions. This allows us to write the determinant as follows (see [3] for a similar result for simple graphs).
Proposition 4.2. For a weighted graph G without isolated vertices, the characteristic polynomial for L is 1
where the sum is taken over all decompositions of G, and where Even(D) is the number of cycles of even length including edges, Long(D) is the number of cycles of length at least three, U (D) is the set of isolated vertices, F (D) is the set of isolated edges, C(D) is the set of edges in cycles of length at least three, and for an edge e = {u, v} we have w(e) = w(u, v).
This idea of cycle decompositions has already been implicitly used earlier when we did our cofactor expansion and then made an appeal to Lemma 2.6. In that case, we were grouping decompositions based on what was happening near the ends of the path; part of our decomposition came from the choice of what happened on the ends and the rest of the decompositions were built into the lemma.
The first step in computing Kemeny's constant for D(a, b, c, d) is the same as before, namely take all the twin vertices in each of the cliques and collapse to get the three graphs shown in Figure 5 to be used to determine the characteristic polynomial. The two smaller graphs will contribute to the characteristic polynomials as they did before: D(a, b, c, d) . The terms in the table are the remaining graphs for which a decomposition must be found.
For the larger graph we now turn to cycle decompositions. Because of the nature of the graph, there is exactly one decomposition that has a long cycle of length ≥ 3, and in that case, the remaining part of the decomposition is two isolated vertices. All of the edges involved in this decomposition have weight 1, so this decomposition will contribute
.
The remaining decompositions consist of disjoint unions of edges and vertices. For these we group based on what is happening around the two vertices that correspond to the cliques. In particular there are four possibilities at each end, giving sixteen possible combinations. For each combination, the remaining part for which we need to find decompositions will be two paths as given in Table 1 . In this table we have marked the contribution from the decomposition involving the vertices that come from the two cliques. The remaining portion of the decomposition coming from the paths can be found by directly applying Lemma 2.6 (that is, in each case, the remaining part of the decompositions combine together to give the characteristic polynomial of a matrix with 1 on the diagonal and − 1 2 on the super and sub-diagonal). So, summing the single term from the long cycle (4.2) together with all sixteen terms coming from Table 1 (each entry multiplicatively combining the term corresponding to the row, to the column, and to the cell), we get the tail of the characteristic polynomial for the large component in Figure 5 will be R(· · · + r 2 x 2 + r 1 x), where With the tail parts of all three components determined, we can put them together to get the characteristic polynomial for D(a, b, c, d) of the form S(· · · + s 2 x 2 + s 1 x). The expression for s 1 contains 48 terms and the one for s 2 contains 168; the full expressions are given in the appendix.
We can now conclude that K D(a, b, c, d) = − s2 s1 . If we assume that a, b, c, d are all of order n (have a positive fraction of the vertices) then most of the terms are lower order (so will not drive asymptotic growth). Taking the highest order terms in s 1 and s 2 we have established the following result. If we optimize this expression, then the maximum value is attained when 2a = 2b = c = d = 1 3 n, giving a Kemeny's constant of 1 108 n 3 + O(n 2 ). B(1, a, b, c) is 1-connected while B(k, a, b, c) is 2-connected when k ≥ 2. One variant that can be explored with the techniques outlined here is where we put cliques in along the length of the path, such as is shown in Figure 6 . These graphs will be k-connected for each choice of k as every vertex is adjacent to some vertex in any of the paths, so to disconnect the graph all paths would have to be broken.
Concluding remarks. The graph
There are again three sets of twins and so the computation of the characteristic polynomial reduces down to the four graphs shown in Figure 7 .
While much of the work and bookkeeping is the same, there is a key difference. Namely, the results of Lemma 2.6 do not apply so cleanly, making it more difficult to work with the resulting expressions. To illustrate more precisely: If we worked with an n×n tridiagonal matrix which is t on the main diagonal and . . . if t = 2,
The next two terms (c 1 and c 2 ) also have complicated expressions. What we worked with is equivalent to the t = 2 case which allowed us to find the answer with relative ease.
Kemeny's constant for D(a, b, c, d) is − s 2 s 1 , where s 1 and s 2 are as follows:
s 2 = 3abc 3 d 3 +a 3 c 3 d+3a 2 bc 3 d+3ab 2 c 3 d+b 3 c 3 d+6abc 3 d 2 +a 3 cd 3 +3a 2 bcd 3 +3ab 2 cd 3 +b 3 cd 3 +6abc 2 d 3 + 3ac 3 d 3 + 3bc 3 d 3 + a 3 c 3 + 3a 2 bc 3 + 3ab 2 c 3 + b 3 c 3 + a 4 cd + 4a 3 bcd + 6a 2 b 2 cd + 4ab 3 cd + b 4 cd + 2a 3 c 2 d + 6a 2 bc 2 d + 6ab 2 c 2 d+2b 3 c 2 d+6a 2 c 3 d+15abc 3 d+6b 2 c 3 d+3ac 4 d+3bc 4 d+2a 3 cd 2 +6a 2 bcd 2 +6ab 2 cd 2 +2b 3 cd 2 +12abc 2 d 2 + 12ac 3 d 2 + 12bc 3 d 2 + a 3 d 3 + 3a 2 bd 3 + 3ab 2 d 3 + b 3 d 3 + 6a 2 cd 3 + 15abcd 3 + 6b 2 cd 3 + 12ac 2 d 3 + 12bc 2 d 3 + 3c 3 d 3 + 3acd 4 + 3bcd 4 + a 4 c + 4a 3 bc + 6a 2 b 2 c + 4ab 3 c + b 4 c + 2a 3 c 2 + 6a 2 bc 2 + 6ab 2 c 2 + 2b 3 c 2 + 6a 2 c 3 + 12abc 3 + 6b 2 c 3 + 3ac 4 + 3bc 4 + a 4 d + 4a 3 bd + 6a 2 b 2 d + 4ab 3 d + b 4 d + 10a 3 cd + 30a 2 bcd + 30ab 2 cd + 10b 3 cd + 24a 2 c 2 d + 54abc 2 d + 24b 2 c 2 d + 17ac 3 d + 17bc 3 d + 6c 4 d + 2a 3 d 2 + 6a 2 bd 2 + 6ab 2 d 2 + 2b 3 d 2 + 24a 2 cd 2 + 54abcd 2 + 24b 2 cd 2 + 36ac 2 d 2 + 36bc 2 d 2 + 18c 3 d 2 + 6a 2 d 3 + 12abd 3 + 6b 2 d 3 + 17acd 3 + 17bcd 3 + 18c 2 d 3 + 3ad 4 + 3bd 4 + 6cd 4 + a 4 + 4a 3 b + 6a 2 b 2 + 4ab 3 + b 4 + 9a 3 c + 27a 2 bc + 27ab 2 c + 9b 3 c + 24a 2 c 2 + 48abc 2 + 24b 2 c 2 + 14ac 3 + 14bc 3 + 6c 4 + 9a 3 d + 27a 2 bd + 27ab 2 d + 9b 3 d + 35a 2 cd + 73abcd + 35b 2 cd + 82ac 2 d + 82bc 2 d + 15c 3 d + 24a 2 d 2 + 48abd 2 + 24b 2 d 2 + 82acd 2 + 82bcd 2 + 60c 2 d 2 + 14ad 3 + 14bd 3 + 15cd 3 + 6d 4 + 8a 3 + 24a 2 b + 24ab 2 + 8b 3 + 29a 2 c + 58abc + 29b 2 c + 70ac 2 + 70bc 2 + 12c 3 + 29a 2 d + 58abd + 29b 2 d + 53acd + 53bcd + 78c 2 d + 70ad 2 + 70bd 2 + 78cd 2 + 12d 3 + 23a 2 + 46ab + 23b 2 + 39ac + 39bc + 60c 2 + 39ad + 39bd + 27cd + 60d 2 + 28a + 28b + 18c + 18d + 12.
